Autonomous bone reposition around anatomical landmark for robot-assisted orthognathic surgery.
The purpose of this study was to develop a new method for enabling a robot to assist a surgeon in repositioning a bone segment to accurately transfer a preoperative virtual plan into the intraoperative phase in orthognathic surgery. We developed a robot system consisting of an arm with six degrees of freedom, a robot motion-controller, and a PC. An end-effector at the end of the robot arm transferred the movements of the robot arm to the patient's jawbone. The registration between the robot and CT image spaces was performed completely preoperatively, and the intraoperative registration could be finished using only position changes of the tracking tools at the robot end-effector and the patient's splint. The phantom's maxillomandibular complex (MMC) connected to the robot's end-effector was repositioned autonomously by the robot movements around an anatomical landmark of interest based on the tool center point (TCP) principle. The robot repositioned the MMC around the TCP of the incisor of the maxilla and the pogonion of the mandible following plans for real orthognathic patients. The accuracy of the robot's repositioning increased when an anatomical landmark for the TCP was close to the registration fiducials. In spite of this influence, we could increase the repositioning accuracy at the landmark by using the landmark itself as the TCP. With its ability to incorporate virtual planning using a CT image and autonomously execute the plan around an anatomical landmark of interest, the robot could help surgeons reposition bones more accurately and dexterously.